Specific Change: For the algorithm on page LS-2, remove “Consider LS-specific testing (4 MMR genes and EPCAM)” in the arm when “no tumor available or insufficient tumor” and recommend proceeding directly to multi-gene testing.

FDA Clearance: Not applicable.

Rationale: Tumor screening to direct germline testing for LS can be useful in guiding gene specific testing. However, in the absence of information from tumor testing it is unlikely that clinical presentation can adequately distinguish between LS and other hereditary colorectal cancer conditions, which significantly limits the value of testing only for LS instead of proceeding directly to multi-gene/syndrome testing. Studies demonstrate that up to 5.6% of patients who met NCCN Lynch syndrome testing criteria are found to have a mutation in genes other than one of the 5 LS genes. Removing the “Consider LS-specific testing (4 MMR genes and EPCAM)” step leads to a more straightforward algorithm and allows the provider to more efficiently reach a clinical diagnosis and implement appropriate management in a timely fashion.

The following articles are submitted in support of this proposed change. We would like to acknowledge the contributions of NCCN panel members who are also co-authors or co-contributors of some of these publications.
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